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The ground-state degeneracy of the quantum spin system is a characteristic of nontrivial topology,
when it is gapped and robust against disordered perturbation. The corresponding quantum phase
transition (QPT) is usually driven by a real parameter. We study a non-Hermitian Ising chain with
two transverse fields, one real and another imaginary, based on the exact solution and numerical
simulation. We show that topological degeneracy still exists and can be obtained by an imaginary
transverse field from a topologically trivial phase of a Hermitian system. The topological degeneracy
is robust against the random imaginary field and therefore expected to be immune to disordered
dissipation from the spontaneous decay in experiment. The underlying mechanism is the nonlocal
symmetry, which emerges only in thermodynamic limit and relates two categories of QPTs in the
quantum spin system, rooted from topological order and symmetry breaking, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Driving a quantum phase transition (QPT) is of in-
terest to both condensed matter physics and quantum
information science. A varying parameter across the
critical point induces a symmetry spontaneous break-
ing for traditional QPT1 and nonlocal topological or-
der for topological QPT2,3. In the recent works4,5, it
turns out that the local order parameter and the topo-
logical order parameter can coexist to characterize the
QPTs. The underlying mechanism of this fact is the du-
ality of the Kitaev model, which has been introduced
to describe one-dimensional spinless fermions with su-
perconducting p-wave pairing6. On the one hand, It is
the fermionized version of the familiar one-dimensional
(1D) transverse-field Ising model7, which is one of the
simplest solvable models exhibiting quantum criticality
and demonstrating a QPT with spontaneous symmetry
breaking1. On the other hand, as the gene of a Ki-
taev model, its Majorana lattice is the Su-Schrieffer-
Heeger (SSH) model8, which has served as a paradig-
matic example of the 1D system supporting topological
character9. It manifests the typical feature of topologi-
cal order since the number of zero energy and edge states
are immune to local perturbations10. The topological su-
perconducting has been demonstrated by unpaired Ma-
jorana modes exponentially localized at the ends of open
Kitaev chains, which are robust against disordered per-
turbation. A system with topological phase can be a
promising platform for quantum computation and infor-
mation processing due to the intrinsic stability of the
topological feature11–13.
So far, most of the investigations on the QPT are
driven by varying a real parameter at absolute zero tem-
perature. However, in practice, a genuine quantum sys-
tem, such as cold atoms, is intrinsically non-Hermitian
because of spontaneous decay14–19. On the other hand,
a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian is no longer a forbidden
regime in quantum mechanics since the discovery that
a certain class of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians could ex-
hibit entirely real spectra20–23. It also turns out that
certain types of non-Hermitian terms may maintain the
topological feature of the original Hermitian system24.
A natural question is whether a topologically trivial
phase of a Hermitian system can be shifted to a non-
trivial phase with stable ground states by adding a non-
Hermitian term.
In this paper, we investigate a one-dimensional quan-
tum Ising model with a complex transverse field. The
aim of this paper is to study the consequence of an imag-
inary transverse field on the topology of the ground state.
Intuitively, the imaginary transverse field may break the
Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian. However, it is shown
that the non-Hermitian Ising model can be mapped to a
Hermitian Ising model in the context of a biorthogonal
inner product. This allows us to employ the same way
for the Hermitian system, i.e., the robust degeneracy of
ground states, to identify the nature of quantum phases.
We show that the topological degeneracy still exists in
the presence of a complex transverse field. We obtain
the non-Hermitian version of the mapping operator to
connect two degenerate ground states in the topologi-
cally nontrivial region. In addition, numerical simulation
for a finite-size system indicates the existence of topo-
logical degeneracy since the degeneracy cannot be lifted
by disordered perturbation on the imaginary transverse
field. Importantly, the Hamiltonian has a full real spec-
trum in two different quantum phases. This property
promises the stable ground states, and allows the theo-
retical and experimental investigations for the dynamical
control and testing of the QPT.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we
present the model and its Hermitian counterpart. In
Sec. III, we analyze the topological degeneracy in the
Hermitian version. In Sec. IV, we propose the concept
of nonlocal symmetry and numerically study the robust-
ness against the disordered imaginary field. In Sec. V,
we summarize the results and explore their implications.
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2II. HAMILTONIAN AND HERMITIAN
COUNTERPART
We start our investigation by considering a non-
Hermitian Ising chain with a complex transverse field
H = −
N−1∑
j=1
σxj σ
x
j+1 +
N∑
j=1
g
j
(
σzj + iγjσ
y
j
)
, (1)
where σλj (λ = x, y, z) are the Pauli operators on site
j, and g
j
and γ
j
(i =
√−1) are real numbers. The non-
Hermitian HamiltonianH has pseudo-Hermiticity: either
it has a real spectrum or else its complex eigenvalues al-
ways come in complex conjugate pairs20. As far as we
know, although non-Hermitian systems indeed have some
peculiar features and some of them have been proved to
be equivalent to Hermitian systems under some partic-
ular conditions25–30, the complex field is always seen as
unphysical. Recently some works, including theoretical
and experimental research on Lee Yang zeros, which are
the points on the complex plane of physical parameters,
have been proposed31–37. They relate a complex field to
the real world to some extent. On the other hand, it was
proposed that19 an imaginary transverse field can be im-
plemented by optically pumping a qubit state into the
auxiliary state with a scheme similar to heralded entan-
glement protocols.
In order to explore the property of the non-Hermitian
model, we introduce a transformation
τxj = σ
x
j ,
τyj = η
+
j σ
y
j − iη−j σzj ,
τzj = η
+
j σ
z
j + iη
−
j σ
y
j , (2)
where the factors are η+j = 1/
√
1− γ2
j
and η−j =
γj/
√
1− γ2
j
. The new spin operators still satisfy the Lie
algebra commutation relations[
τµj , τ
ν
j
]
=
∑
λ=x,y,z
2iµνλτλj , (3)
although τyj and τ
z
j are not Hermitian. Applying the
transformation on the Hamiltonian H, we have
H = −
N−1∑
j=1
τxj τ
x
j+1 +
N∑
j=1
g
j
√
1− γ2
j
τzj . (4)
Hamiltonian H represents an Ising model with a real
transverse filed if
∣∣γ
j
∣∣ < 1, and it has full real spectrum
although the spin operators τyj and τ
z
j are not Hermitian.
Within this region, H shares the same properties of H
with γ
j
= 0, in the context of the biorthogonal inner
product. The connection between the eigenstates of H
and H can be obtained from the following relations
|±〉
j
=
1√
2
(
ξ± |↑〉
j
− γ
ξ±
|↓〉
j
)
, (5)
where ξ± =
√
1±
√
1− γ2, and the corresponding local
spin vectors are defined as
τzj |±〉j = ± |±〉j ,
σzj |↑〉j = |↑〉j , σzj |↓〉j = − |↓〉j . (6)
Accordingly, the biorthonomal complete set of eigen-
states can be established by the eigenstates of H†.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the effect of{
γ
j
}
on the topological feature of quantum phases. Now
we know that when an imaginary transverse field
{
γj
}
is applied, the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian has a Hermi-
tian counterpart, which is the original Ising model with a
real transverse field shifted by a γj -related amount, i.e.,
gi → gi
√
1− γ2
j
. In this sense, an imaginary field can
lead to QPT. According to quantum theory of QPT in a
Hermitian system, a second-order QPT is characterized
by the divergence of the ground-state energy density. For
the HamiltonianH in Eq. (1) with gi = g and γi = γ = 0,
we have
lim
g→1
∂2εg
∂g2
=∞, (7)
where εg is the density of the ground-state energy. Mean-
while for the Hamiltonian H in Eq. (4) with gi = g and
γi = γ, we have
∂εg
∂γ
= − γ√
1− γ2
∂εg
∂
√
1− γ2 , (8)
which results in
lim
γ→γc
∂2εg
∂γ2
=∞, (9)
due to the replacement g → g
√
1− γ2. It indicates that
γ drives a second-order QPT at γc = ±
√
1− g−2. In
the next two sections, we will analyze this issue from the
topological aspect.
III. GROUND-STATE DEGENERACY AND
EDGE MODES
We first revisit the connection between ground-state
degeneracy and Majorana edge modes in the Hermitian
transverse field Ising chain in this section, and then we
extend the conclusion to the non-Hermitian version in
the next section. Consider the Hamiltonian H in Eq. (1)
with gi = g and γi = γ = 0,
Hspin = −
N−1∑
j=1
σxj σ
x
j+1 + g
N∑
j=1
σzj , (10)
which is a standard Ising model with an open boundary
condition. The 2N -dimensional complete set of basis can
be constructed by applying operators σ+j =
(
σxj + iσ
y
j
)
/2
3on a saturated ferromagnetic state
∏N
j=1 |↓〉j . The whole
Hilbert space can be decomposed into two invariant sub-
spaces, with even and odd numbers of spin flips from
the above ferromagnetic state. Then all the eigenstates
of Hspin can be classified into two groups, denoted as
{∣∣ψ+j 〉} and {∣∣ψ−j 〉}, respectively. In the following, we
show the connection between two such groups of eigen-
states, and the implication for topological degeneracy.
As a standard procedure, one can perform the Jordan-
Wigner transformation38
σxj =
∏
l<j
(
1− 2c†l cl
)(
cj + c
†
j
)
,
σyj = i
∏
l<j
(
1− 2c†l cl
)(
cj − c†j
)
,
σzj = 2c
†
jcj − 1, (11)
to replace the Pauli operators by the fermion operators
cj . In this paper, we focus on the system with an open
boundary condition, in which there are no differences be-
tween even and odd numbers of fermions. The Hamilto-
nian is transformed to a Kitaev model
HKitaev = −
N−1∑
j=1
(
c†jcj+1 + c
†
jc
†
j+1
)
+ H.c.
+g
N∑
j=1
(
2c†jcj − 1
)
. (12)
We note that the parity of particles number is conserva-
tive, i.e., [(−1)
∑N
j=1 c
†
jcj , HKitaev] = 0, corresponding to
the classification of the eigenstates,
{∣∣ψ+j 〉} and {∣∣ψ−j 〉}.
To get the solution of the model, one can introduce
the Majorana fermion operators aj = c
†
j + cj and bj =
−i
(
c†j − cj
)
, and then obtain the Majorana representa-
tion of the Hamiltonian, the core matrix of which is that
of a 2N -site SSH chain in a single-particle invariant sub-
space. Based on the exact diagonalization results of the
SSH chain, the Hamiltonian HKitaev can be written as
the diagonal form
HKitaev =
N∑
n=1
εn(d
†
ndn −
1
2
). (13)
Here dn is the fermonic operator, satisfying {dn, dn′} = 0,
and
{
dn, d
†
n′
}
= δn,n′ . The spectrum εn and the explicit
expression of dn can be obtained by the diagonalization
of the core matrix:
MSSH = −1
2
N−1∑
j=1
|2j〉 〈2j + 1|
+
1
2
g
N∑
j=1
|2j − 1〉 〈2j|+ H.c.. (14)
On the other hand, no matter what the explicit solution
is, we always have the relations
[dn, HKitaev] = εndn,
[
d†n, HKitaev
]
= −εnd†n, (15)
which result in the mapping between the eigenstates of
HKitaev. For an arbitrary eigenstate |ψ〉 of HKitaev with
the eigenenergy E, i.e.,
HKitaev |ψ〉 = E |ψ〉 , (16)
state dn |ψ〉
(
d†n |ψ〉
)
is also an eigenstate of HKitaev with
the eigenenergy E − εn (E + εn), i.e.,
HKitaev (dn |ψ〉) = (E − εn) (dn |ψ〉) , (17)
and
HKitaev
(
d†n |ψ〉
)
= (E + εn)
(
d†n |ψ〉
)
, (18)
if dn |ψ〉 6= 0
(
d†n |ψ〉 6= 0
)
.
In this paper, we are interested in the topological de-
generacy in the topologically non-trivial phase, which
arises from two zero-eigenenergy edge states of the ma-
trix in Eq. (14) for |g| < 1 in the large N limit. Actually,
in small N , the energies of the edge states are not exactly
zero, but are exponentially small in N10. However, here
we are interested in the second-order QPT in the large
N limit, thus the terms that are exponentially small in
N are ignored in the following discussion. It turns out
that within the topological region, the edge modes appear
with εN = 0 and the edge operator dN can be expressed
as
dN =
1
2
√
1− g2
N∑
j=1
[
(
gj−1 + gN−j
)
c†j
+
(
gj−1 − gN−j) cj ], (19)
i.e., dN is a linear combination of particle and hole oper-
ators of spinless fermions cj on the edge. Furthermore,
applying the inverse Jordan-Wigner transformation, we
can express dN as the combination of spin operators:
DN =
1
2
√
1− g2
N∑
j=1
∏
l<j
(−σzl ) [
(
gj−1 + gN−j
)
σ+j
+
(
gj−1 − gN−j)σ−j ]. (20)
In fact, dN and DN are identical, but only in different
representations. Obviously, from [dN , HKitaev] = 0, we
have
[DN , Hspin] = [D
†
N , Hspin] = 0, (21)
which leads to the degeneracy of the eigenstates. The
DN operator can also be obtained by using the itera-
tive method39,40. The properties of the fermion operator
DN are similar to that of the ”strong edge zero mode”
Ψ, which however, is a Majorana fermion operator39–41.
Moreover, the operator DN can be obtained by the left
4and right ”strong edge zero modes” ΨL/R, i.e., DN =
(ΨL + iΨR)/2. We would like to point out that the com-
mutation relation in Eq. (21) can be regarded as the
symmetry of the system. Importantly, such a symme-
try is conditional, requiring |g| < 1 in the large N limit.
This accords with the symmetry breaking mechanism for
QPT1. On the other hand, the QPT also has topological
characteristics since the edge mode is robust against dis-
order perturbation. Here we do not review this content
in the Hermitian regime, but we investigate it directly in
the non-Hermitian regime in the next section.
IV. NONLOCAL SYMMETRY AND
ROBUSTNESS OF DEGENERACY
Starting from the non-Hermitian HamiltonianH in Eq.
(1), it is tough to find out the mapping operator along the
same route in the last section42,43. However, we note that
the commutation relation in Eq. (3) is only based on the
Lie algebra commutation relation of spin operators
{
σαj
}
no matter whether they are Hermitian or non-Hermitian.
Then one can construct the mapping operator directly
by replacing
{
σαj
}
with
{
ταj
}
. In parallel, we have the
mapping operator of the non-Hermitian version
DN = 1
2
√
1− g2
N∑
j=1
∏
l<j
(−τzl ) [
(
gj−1 + gN−j
)
τ+j
+
(
gj−1 − gN−j) τ−j ], (22)
and its canonical conjugation
DN = 1
2
√
1− g2
N∑
j=1
∏
l<j
(−τzl ) [
(
gj−1 + gN−j
)
τ−j
+
(
gj−1 − gN−j) τ+j ], (23)
in the large N limit, where the equivalent real field g =
g
√
1− γ2 and DN (DN ) is only applicable within the
region g < 1, or 1 > γ > γc with critical γc =
√
1− g−2.
When γ 6= 0, we note that D†N 6= DN due to the non-
Hermitian nature of τ±j . At γ = 1, the system is at
the exceptional point, which is beyond our investigation.
Obviously, we still have
[DN ,H] =
[DN ,H] = 0 (24)
and the canonical commutation relations{DN ,DN} = 1, (DN )2 = (DN)2 = 0, (25)
which guarantee the existence of degeneracy of the eigen-
states. Applying the operators on the lowest energy
eigenstates
∣∣ψ+g 〉 and ∣∣ψ−g 〉 in two invariant subspaces,
we have
DN
∣∣ψ+g 〉 = ∣∣ψ−g 〉 ,DN ∣∣ψ−g 〉 = ∣∣ψ+g 〉 ,
DN
∣∣ψ+g 〉 = DN ∣∣ψ−g 〉 = 0, (26)
and then
∣∣ψ+g 〉 and ∣∣ψ−g 〉 are degenerate ground states.
This indicates that the existence of such a degeneracy
depends on the value of γ through g. In Fig. 1 we
demonstrate this feature by the plots of the lower-energy
levels of H on finite size, as a function of γ. We can see
that as γ increases, the energy gap closes at the pseudo-
critical point, and states
∣∣ψ+g 〉 and ∣∣ψ−g 〉 turn to degener-
ate. Meanwhile, many pairs of excited states also become
degenerate near the pseudocritical point, as expected in
Eq. (24).
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FIG. 1. The lower-energy levels (subtracted by the ground-
state energy) of H as a function of γ, obtained by exact diago-
nalization numerically. Parameters of the system are N = 100
and g = 1.1. The energy gap between two ground states
of two invariant subspaces,
∣∣ψ+g 〉 and ∣∣ψ−g 〉, vanishes at the
pseudocritical point γ = 0.48, marked by a red dot, which
is closed to the critical point in the thermodynamic limit,
γc =
√
1− g−2 ≈ 0.42, marked by a green dot. It indicates
that the imaginary transverse field can drive the second-order
QPT. In addition, we can see that there are many pairs of ex-
cited states, which also turn to degenerate near the pseudo-
critical point marked by the red dots. It accords with the
prediction obtained by the existence of nonlocal symmetry in
Eq. (24).
Now we turn to investigate the performance of the
ground states
∣∣ψ±g 〉 as the imaginary field is disordered.
Consider a model with random parameters
HRan = −
N−1∑
j=1
σxj σ
x
j+1 + g
N∑
j=1
(
σzj + iγjσ
y
j
)
, (27)
with the imaginary field being the form γj = γ+δj , where
δj is uniform random real numbers within the interval
(−R,R), taking the role of the disorder strength. We
have the mapping operator of the non-Hermitian version
DN (R) = 1
2
N∑
j=1
∏
l<j
(−τzl ) [
(
h+j + h
−
j
)
τ+j
+
(
h+j − h−j
)
τ−j ], (28)
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FIG. 2. Numerical results for the Hamiltonian in Eq. (27) on finite N chains obtained by exact diagonalization. Panels
(a1)-(c1) and (a2)-(c2) are energy gaps and the overlap O±(R) defined in Eq. (33), respectively. For each disorder strength,
numerical simulations are performed 50 times, whose average values are represented by the lines. Other parameters are g = 0.8
and γ = 0.5. The random strength R is taken under the condition of a full real spectrum. Plots in panels (a1)-(c1) show that
the energy gap of states
∣∣ψ+g (R)〉 and ∣∣ψ−g (R)〉 decreases as the size N increases, which accords with the prediction for large N .
The average values show that the energy gaps tend to become smaller as the random strength increases up to R = 0.5. Plots
in panels (a2)-(c2) show that the overlap O±(R) decreases as the random strength R increases. We find that the degeneracy
is robust against large disorder, and the ground state has no evident deviation from that with zero R, corresponding to the
uniform chain.
and its canonical conjugation
DN (R) = 1
2
N∑
j=1
∏
l<j
(−τzl ) [
(
h+j + h
−
j
)
τ−j
+
(
h+j − h−j
)
τ+j ], (29)
where
h+j = h
+
1
j−1∏
m=1
(
g
√
1− γ2m
)
,
h−j = h
−
N
N∏
m=j+1
(
g
√
1− γ2m
)
, (30)
and h+1 (h
−
N ) is determined by the normalization con-
dition
∑N
j=1
∣∣h±j ∣∣2 = 1. These analytical results can be
obtained by the zero modes of the random core matrix
MRan = −1
2
N−1∑
j=1
|2j〉 〈2j + 1|
+
1
2
g
N∑
j=1
√
1− γ2j |2j − 1〉 〈2j|+ H.c. (31)
of the 2N -site SSH chain in single-particle invariant sub-
space or by the iterative method39. Here DN (R) and
DN (R) are extensions of the operators in Eqs. (22) and
(23), i.e., DN = DN (0) and DN = DN (0). The exis-
tence of ground-state degeneracy [or the relations in Eq.
(26)] in the presence of nonzero R depends on the exis-
tence of zero modes of the random matrix MRan. More
specifically, if the zero modes exists, we can construct the
mapping operators DN (R) and DN (R) satisfying
[DN (R),HRan] =
[DN (R),HRan] = 0, (32)
which is responsible for ground-state degeneracy. Here
the existence of the mapping operators that satisfy the
above commutation relations is also know as the normal-
izability of the operators39,40. It has been shown that
a slight disordered perturbation prevents the left of the
zero modes: in a SSH chain with non-uniform hoppings,
if the average intercell hopping is stronger than the av-
erage intracell hopping, the zero modes exist in the large
N limit10.
Importantly, the commutation relations in Eq. (32)
can be regarded as the symmetries of the Hamiltonian
HRan. Three implications are worthy of discussion. (i) It
is a conditional symmetry, which requires the parameter
|g|
√
1− γ2j < 1. (ii) It only holds in the thermodynamic
limit. The two items accord with the mechanism of sym-
metry breaking for traditional QPT. (iii) It is a nonlocal
symmetry due to the string operator
∏
l<j (−τzl ), and is
robust against the local disorder. It results in topological
degeneracy as topological order. In summary, the sym-
metries represented by commutation relations Eq. (32)
6relate two categories of QPTs in the non-Hermitian or
Hermitian quantum spin system, rooted from topologi-
cal order and symmetry breaking, respectively.
To demonstrate and verify the above analysis, finding
out the extent of the random strength to which the de-
generacy can be lifted, we perform numerical simulations
for the original Hamiltonian in Eq. (27) on finite-size
chain. We focus on the deviations of the ground states
arising from nonzero R. We compute the overlap between
states
∣∣ψ±g 〉 with zero and nonzero R, which is defined as
O±(R) =
∣∣〈ψ±g (R) ∣∣ψ±g 〉∣∣∣∣∣∣ψ±g (R)〉∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ψ±g 〉∣∣ . (33)
In Fig. 2, we plot the energy gap and O±(R) for a range
of R, which ensures all the spectra to be real. The sim-
ulations are performed by exact diagonalization of the
matrices with random elements. The results are influ-
enced by the accident from the random number genera-
tor. The average results from several random sequences
show the following: (i) The energy gap decreases as the
size of the chain increases, which accords with the predic-
tion for large N . In the presence of the disordered field,
the quasidegeneracy is not lifted, but tends to become
smaller as the random strength increases up to R = 0.5
(to ensure all γj < 1), within the real-spectrum region.
(ii) The overlap O±(R) decreases as the random strength
R increases. These indicate that degeneracy is robust
against large disorder, and the noise in the imaginary
field does not affect the ground states too much.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have studied the consequence of an
imaginary transverse field on the topological feature of a
one-dimensional quantum Ising model. The competition
between the Ising interaction and the real transverse
field results in two different quantum phases with a full
real spectrum, ordered and disordered. We have shown
that when an imaginary field is added, the original
disordered phase can be shifted to an ordered one.
Although the non-Hermitian Ising model cannot support
directly a Majorana fermion description, there still exists
a symmetry-breaking mechanism under open boundary
conditions and the thermodynamic limit. It supports
the topological degeneracy due to its robustness in
the presence of a random imaginary field. Our work,
including the numerical result for a small-size system,
reveals that disordered dissipation is constructive in
establishing topological ground states, which potentially
can be utilized for developing inherently robust artificial
devices for topological quantum computation.
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